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What's NewsCampus

University Theatre will pre
sent OUR TOWN Feb. 21-14 in
the Little Theatre. Under the di
rection of Professor Ollie Hub
bard, the cast of approximately
30 members will portray life in
the small own of Grover's Cor
ners, New Hampshire. Tickets
are available at the CT building.
(See article on page 6.)
After several months of prep
aration, Taylor's radio station
officially opened last Wednes
day.
With Doug Heigh way,
'80, serving as General Manager,
WTUC is totally student-oper
ated. Live broadcast hours run
from 6-9a.m. with informative
announcements and 3p.m.-2a.m.
with student shows. At all other
times, the station will pipe in
music from an FM channel. The
station plays at 650 on the AM
dial.
The Gospel Messengers, a
Christian singing group from
New York, will perform on cam
pus next Friday night. This
S.U.B.-sponsored concert is
free; however, an offerring for
the group will be taken. Tomor
row, the evening's entertain
ment begins with basketball
against Findlay, followed by the
comedy hit "The Mouse That
Roared."
(See article on page 6.)
Nostalgia Night is coming up
soon with Feb. 28 as the sched
uled date for the favored event.
Controversy has arisen as to why
the show was not held last year
and S.U.B. President, Jim
Wheeler, has issued a statement
addressing the matter.
(See article on page 5.)

Worldwide

UPLAND, INDIANA

Bradley Expounds on
History Qf BCS

by Ernie Bradley
On February 18-23, Taylor
will celebrate Black History
Week. Taylor has been involved
in the awareness of Blacks since
The U.S. commitment to 1974, when the Black students
Thailand was reaffirmed by resi presented their first program. It
dent Carter in response to two has now blossomed into an annu
days of talks with the Thai al event bringing in musicians,
Prime Minister. Carter said that speakers, and films. The growth
the U.S. is concerned with pre of Black History week has been
serving the independence of enhanced by an organization
known as B.C.S. What is
Thailand.
B.C.S.?! To many, B.C.S. are the
initials to three nasty words.
Others have no idea and would
rather not ponder what it means.
FEB. 8
B.C.S. the Black Cultural So
Khomeini's Islamic regime
ciety,
was founded in March of
qot support from current Iranian
1975, under the leadership of
government workers.
John Jones. It started off as a
19,000 British workers went on simple hour of fellowship where
strike at the state-owned car fac Black students would get togeth
tory, deepening Britain's labor er and talk about classes or any
thing else that came up. The
troubles.
group did not have an organized
constitution, only each other and
Energy Sec. Schlesinger re common interests. As time went
ported that the results of Iran's on, they became more defined in
oil cutoff is prospectively more their discussions and the need
serious than the 1973 Arab oil for a Black student organization
embargo.
was looked upon as a campus
need.
In 1973, the Black students
formed an informal club called
FEB. 9
the Black Student Association.
The U.S. cut sharply ties with
In the Fall of 1974, the B.S.A.
Nicaragua in an attempt to pres elected John Jones as President.
sure Presidnet Somoza to accept Under the talented leadership of
a U.S. mediation proposal for Mr. Jones the B.S.A. decided it
ending the country's political was time to be recognized as an
crisis.
organization. During the fall se
mester Mr. Jones and his cabi
A Japanese newspaper re net drew up a constitution and
ported that hundreds of Chinese
Cont. on page 2.
warplanes have been sent to the
China/Vietnam border.

FEB. 7
Egypt and Israel have been
formally requested by the U.S. to
resume peace talks.

FEB. 12
Iran's government, led by
Prime Minister Shahpur Bakhtiar, fell after two days of bloody
Monday marks the beginning fighting. Mehdi Bazargan, Ayaof the annual Black History tollah Khomeini's choice for
Week on campus with Mr. Tony prime minister, is in charge of
Evans of Dallas Theological the new Islamic Republic.
Seminary speaking in chapel.
Israel joined Egypt in accept
The celebration will continue
with Mrs. Val Gray Ward of Chi ing a resumption of peace talks.
cago speaking and performing
In a letter from President
Wednesday in chapel, a convoca
tion, and classes. Ward directs Carter, the U.S. offered Saudi
the Kuumba Workshop, a troupe Arabia closer military coopera
of religious dramatic actors. tion.
Rev. J. C. Jeter will close the
week with a message in Friday's
Pakistan adopted an Islamic
chapel. Jeter is the president criminal code that requires the
and founder of Have Christ Will amputation of a hand for rob
Travel mission, which works in bery and the stoning to death for
five areas of the world at large.
adultery. At least there will not
(See article on page 2.)
be too many habitual violators.

Mrs. Val Gray Ward, director of Kuumba Workshop, will per
form in the Listening Lounge of the Union at 3p.m. Wednesday.

S.U.B. Proposes

Projector Purchase
by Anita Yoder
When the Administrative
Council begins looking over
equipment requests in March,
one of the items on that list will
be a new movie projector for the
Chapel/Auditorium asked for by
S.U.B. However, with a budget
of $90,000 and requisitions
amounting to approximately
$150,000, the new $8,000 projector
has not yet become fact.
At present, movies are shown
with a classroom projector

which does not have enough
power to compensate for the size
of the auditorium. The proposed
projector is a professional Eiki
EX-6000 with a much higher
lumen (candlelight power) out
put, resulting in brighter pic
tures and a more professional
program. It could also run five
thousand feet of film on one reel
thus eliminating many of the an
noying breaks and pauses during
a film.
The projector would also save

money in the long run. Lamps
for the classroom projectors last
approximately one hundred
hours and cost approximately
two hundred dollars, while
lamps for the professional pro
jectors are guaranteed for one
thousand hours and cost around
five-hundred dollars.
Although the projector is as
yet only a proposal, perhaps late
this spring or early next fall im
provements will be seen (literal
ly) as the movies begin to roll.
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Nader Expounds on the Pervasive Power of ETS
by Ralph Nader
The next time you pick up a
well-sharpened No. 2 pencil and
begin to hurriedly answer a stan
dardized, multiple-choice test,
chances are that your test is one
of more than eight million given
annually by the Educational
Testing Service (ETS). You may
know ETS manfactures SATs,
GREs and GMATs. With these
tests alone, ETS influences the
educational and career opportu
nities of millions of people. But
the power of ETS does not begin
or end with those tests. ETS
markets 299 different tests. ETS
tests are used to determine en
trance to over 60 occupations in
cluding firefighters, actuaries,
policemen, real estate brokers,
sailors, teachers, gynecologists,
engineers, and auto mechanics.
ETS test results are the stan
dards of access to some of the
most powerful professions: For
eign Service officers, New York
stockbrockers, lawyers in over
40 states, CIA agents. Two mil
lion elementary students take
ETS tests, and ETS is even de
veloping ways to test infants.
ETS helps determine who will be
eligible for financial aid and how
much they will receive. The fi
nancial information ETS obtains
on nearly two million families is
more detailed than a mortgage
application or an IRS return.
ETS consultants and trainees
help shape education and labor
allocation policy in scores of
countries, including Singapore,
Brazil, and Saudi Arabia. And
ETS has test centers in 120 coun
tries. In thirty years, probably 90
million people have had their
schooling, jobs, prospects for ad
vancement, and beliefs in their
own potential directly shaped by
the quiet but pervasive power of
ETS.
What IS the Educational Test
ing Service? How has it central
ized so much power? Is it
accountable to anyone, or any
thing? Should your opportunities
be so influenced by ETS' stan
dards of aptitude or intelli
gence?
Despite its massive influence,
few people question ETS. Stu
dents may want to tear up test
forms in moments of frustration,
but few of us think of challenging
the corporation that makes the
tests. We will soon release a
lengthy report on ETS, written
by Allan Nairn, which we hope
will help people understand, and
question, the unique and unregu
lated power of this corporation.
Indeed, ETS is, in non-dollar
ways, a large corporation. It has
more customers per year than
GM and Ford combined. Despite
its nonprofit status, it declares
roughly a million dollars in
"non-profits" each year. This
money is plowed back into corpo
rate expansion and maintaining
the ETS estate, which includes a
400 acre headquarters in Prince
ton, New Jersey, a $250,000 home
for the president, William Turnbull, and a three million dollar
hotel/conference center—all
built with student test fees. Its

revenue from test fees enabled
ETS to double in size every five
years from 1948 to 1972, a rate of
growth faster than IBM.
ETS's sales and near monopo
ly power, combined with its priv
ileged legal status as a non-profit
corporation, make it unprecented in corporate history. ETS
is exempt from federal and state
inme taxes, is effectively beyond
the reach of many anti-trust
laws, and has no stockholders.
ETS escapes the restraints gov
erning other corporations be
cause it is an "educational"
institution.
The power of ETS is massive,
as even one ETS exective con
ceded. "No matter what they try
to tell you here about how we
really don't have much power,"
he said, "we know we do. We
know we're the nation's gate
keeper." This gatekeeper can
determine who enters college,
graduate and professional
schools, as well as many occupa
tions an professions. Is that
power legitimate?
ETS defends its role as the ga
tekeeper by claiming it has de
veloped the "science of mental
measurement," but as our re
port will argue, the tests mea
sure nothing more than how you
answered a few multiple-choice
questions. The correlation be
tween SAT scores and first-year
grades in college, for example, is
often lower than the correlation
between the test scores and the
income of the test taker's paren
ts. At best, standardized tests
measure the specialized skill of
test-taking, but they do not mea
sure key determinants of suc
cess such as writing and
research skill, ability to make
coherent arguments, creativity,
motivation, stamina, judgment,
experience, or ethics.
ETS not only influences how
institutions judge individuals,
however; it also influences how
individuals judge themselves. As
Nairn says, "A false self-esti
mate or image is instilled in the
mind of the individual who re
ceives a standardized test score.
For although the scores are sig
nificantly determined by social
class, he is told they are objec
tive, scientific measures of the
individual."
Moreover, test-takers are
subject to numerous injustices,
ranging from incorrect scoring
of tests, to late reporting of ap
plicant information, to secret
evaluation of grades and test
scores--and they' have no re
course.
We must begin to examine the
examiners.
There is a growing movement
to reform and restructure the
testing industry. In New York,
Ohio, Texas, and other states,
student-run Public Interest Re
search Groups (PIRGs) have in
troduced "Truth in Testing"
legislation in their state legisla
tures. This legislation would
force ETS and other testing com
panies to disclose test questions
and answers, and all studies and
data on the tests; it would also

require companies to keep infor
mation on applicants confiden
tial. Disclosing test answers
would enable students to contest
disputed answers, and thus elim
inate much of the mystery sur
rounding the tests. ETS has said
it is willing to release 99% of its
test data. But Nairn says, the
bulk of this 99% is the material
provided by the test-takers
themselves-name, social securi
ty number, etc. Nairn says it is
crucial to disclose that last one
percent, as it includes ETS's ex-

trapolations from the informa
tion provided by test-takerssuch as predictions of future aca
demic success.
The testing reform movement
has other facets. Jesse Jackson
is organizing around the issue of
the ETS National Teacher Ex
aminations which have systema
tically eliminated qualified
black applicants from teaching
jobs. The FTC has apparently
found, contrary to ETS claims,
that certain kinds of prep or
cram courses can raise test

scores~but the report has been
withheld at this time. And sever
al members of Congress have
called for an investigation of the
testing industry.
Students now have opportuni
ties to challenge the test-mak
ers.
Individuals interested in this
issue, or in sponsorinq Truth in
Testing legislation, can contact
Ed Hanley at our office at P.O.
Box 19312, Washington, D.C.
20036.

Black History Week 1979

Rev. J. C. Jeter

This year the B.C.S. is hon
ored to have another opportunity
to share the history and achieve
ments of Blacks with you. We
are privileged to have many
good speakers with us for chapel
services.
On Sunday Pastor Bill Hill
and Rev. J.C. William from
Muncie will lead the campus in
communion for the evening ser
vice. They will be accompanied
by a trio from the Greater Sec
ond Baptist Church.
For Monday's chapel, Mr.
Tony Evans from Dallas Teological Seminary will be speaking.
He also spoke last semester, and
was a great witness to all who
came.
On Wednesday, we will be

blessed with the presence of
Mrs. Val Gray Ward from the
Kuumba Workshop in Chicago.
She is a great director, producer,
lecturer, and narrator of theatri
cal works. Mrs. Ward will be
presenting a free performance
at 3:00 on Wednesday, also, in
the Student Union.
Thursday's Campus Contact
presents the film "To Late To
Wait" a great movie which deals
with young Black Christians try
ing to uphold their Christian wit
ness on College campus.
On Friday, Rev. Jeter, father
of our own Rhonda Jeter will
conclude the week. Jeter is a
missionary associated with the
Have Christ Will Travel minis
tries.

Bradley Expounds on History of BCS
Cont. from page 1.
submitted it to S.G.O. In March
of 1975, S.G.O. approved the con
stitution and B.S.A. changed its
name and became known as the
Black Cultural Society. In its
brief stand as an organization
the B.S.A. had become campus
known, but most important,
Black History Week was pro
claimed and observed. The first
Black History Week was on the
3rd week in February just weeks
before S.G.O. approved of the
B.S.A.'s constitution. The Mon
day chapel was done by the
American Black students and
consisted of songs and sharing.
Wednesday's chapel was pre
sented by the African Blacks;
they basically followed the same
format. On Friday, they had the
Rev. Dulin, a minister from De
troit, come and share with the
campus. In concluding the week,
on Saturday, they had the movie
Sounder in the Gym.
In the fall of 1975 B.C.S. re
elected Jones and progressed
into an established and well
functioning campus organiza
tion. The spring of 1976 brought a
change in the governing posi
tions of the club. Due to de
creased membership size, the
group chose to have only three
officers rather than the tradi
tional six positions. The three
new leaders, Miss Jan McCauley, Mr. John Kowazda and Mr.
Ernie Bradley were referred to

as the tri-council. When the Fall
of 76 arrived, the B.C.S. found it
self with only one leader. Miss
McCauley was gone to Washing
ton D.C. doing work in her major
and Mr. Kowazda was tied up
with work and academic affairs,
so Mr. Bradley was in charge
alone until 2nd semester. Under
the tri-council, the B.C.S. ven
tured out to local black churches
and shared songs and testimo
nies. This helped build the finan
cial fund, but its main purpose
was to help the Black students
keep in contact with their own
types of churches.
In the Spring, with the return
of Miss McCauley and Mr. Ko
wazda, the B.C.S. was chal
lenged with a campus crisis.
There was a clash between many
members of the B.C.S. and other
Taylor students and faculty
members. The crisis erupted
from the hanging of a black mon
key out a window and concluded
with a meeting at President Baptista's. The meeting was over
certain rights which the B.C.S.
felt it was entitled to and wished
to obtain. The demands were not
special or trivial, but dealt more
with prejudice and individual ac
ceptance. B.C.S. members, Mr.
William Chesley and Mr. Eric
Jarman, challenged the Taylor
Community in chapel on Friday,
the last day of Black History
Week. The campus response was
of mixed opinions towards their

presentations. After the B.C.S.
met with Pres. Baptista, the
school established two major
points of discipline in the student
handbook to help deal with
prejudice and discriminatory ac
tions or statements.
In the Fall of 1977 B.C.S.
elected Mr. Eric Jarman as
president. Under Mr. Jarman
the B.C.S. was blessed with hav
ing very outstanding Black per
sonalities, such as Ben Johnson
and the poet of Illinois, Miss
Gwendolyn Brooks. Miss Brooks
was a special campus treat and
was brought in by the Special
Events Committee.
Taylor also was privileged to
have a concert presented by
Andre Crouch and The Disciples,
sponsored by S.U.B.
During the current school
year the B.C.S. is blessed to be
functioning for its fourth year.
The leadership is provided by
Miss Martha Okuma and Mr.
Frank Beard. With Black Histo
ry Week approaching B.C.S.
feels proud and blessed by God
to have become a substantial
part of the Taylor experience.
We wish to thank Mr. Walt
Campbell who has been the advi
sor and loyal supporter. He has
worked many long hou rs help
ing us become a success organi
zation. With Sunday evenings
comunion drawing near, we wish
to say, "To God be the glory,
we've come a mighty long way."
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A Trip to France and Italy
by Edwin Fenstermacher

Last month a group of 29 stu
dents, professors, and interested
persons, from 18-70 years old,
had the fortunate pleasure of ex
periencing France and Italy firs
thand. This group mainly
consisted of individuals from
three colleges—Spring Arbor
College (Michigan), Marion Col
lege, and Taylor. The group's
primary interest lay in the gen
eral area of the Fine Arts, and,
more specifically, the visual
arts; however, some students
will receive French and history
credit for practicum experi
ences.
I was lucky enough to be one
of twelve individuals represent
ing Taylor. The other eleven aeshetic pilgrims were Mike
Burchfield, Pat Cameron, Sue
Clark, Ted Coats, Kay Fenstermaker (who I think, is my niece
three times removed), Sharon
Galish, Sheryl Livingston, Lisa
Bedrosian (although she re
ceived art credit from Marion
College), Mrs. Lorraine Long (a
professor emeritus of music edu
cation here at Taylor), and last
but not least, that "couple de la
culture" David and Barbara
Dickey.
We left O'Hare Airport Dec
31 at 2 a.m., just as winter was
settling down for its annual
chilling visit to the Midwest. As
we boarded the Icelandic DC-8,1
not only said goodbye to my fam
ily, the United States, and a
month's study at Taylor; but I
also said goodbye, happily, to the
ominous blizzard-looking weath
er which seems to have haunted
this area the last two winters.
This "goodbye" to winter, I
soon found, was highly unneces
sary because it was fully there to
greet us when we landed in Lux
embourg. On arriving in Paris
via train, we were told that the
winter was the worst France had
seen since WW II. Needless to
say, we felt extremely fortunate
to have shared in the rare occur
ence.
The weather really wasn't
bad by our standards, and so it
wasn't long before the cold
weather was forgotten in the
hustle and bustle of Parisian city
life.
We saw famous sights like the
Arch of Triumph, Notre Dame,
and the Eiffel Tower; and beau
tiful works of art like the "Mona
Lisa," the "Venus de Milo," and
"The Thinker."
The list of paintings, sculp
ture, and structures of major im

portance which we saw grew
longer with the passinq of each
day. (I was going to list some of
the major artifacts, but I think it
would be easier if you just asked
someone who went on the trip).
Now, to some of you I'm sure all
this art sounds rather boring.
However, if you would see the
art firsthand, you probably
would feel a little different about
it.
We spent most of our time in
large cities. In Italy we stayed at
Rome, Florence, Ravenna, Ven
ice, and Milan. After Milan we
had a gorgeous train ride
through the Swiss Alps to Colmar, France, and then on to
Strasbourg, France.
Because we lived the whole
month in cities, I found it very
refreshing to take side trips to
some of the smaller towns. (The
reason for this urge to rusticate,
I'm sure, was due to my home
sickness for Upland). We visited
the towns of Versailles and
Chartres, France; and some of
us visited Ostia Antica, Fiesole,
and Padua (Padova), Italy; and
Kehl, Germany.
Church buildings are pretty
common in France and Italy.
(Just ask any of the people who
went on the trip how common
they are; our feet will tell—
ACHE) They remind me, howev
er, more of museums than
places in which Christians wor
ship.
In an old romanesque-byzantine church at Ravenna on Sun
day afternoon, our group took
advantage of the building and its
sixth century mosaics by having
our Sunday worship service.
Every morning after our break
fasts of two hard rolls and tea or
coffee, we usually would have
devotions. I really appreciated
the Christian fellowship in which
all 29 of us shared. I was very
impressed with the quality of in
dividuals who made up this fel
lowship. Each one seemed to
show a genuine love and concern
toward the others in the group.
On the 23rd of January, we
headed back home. After having
heard of how O'Hare had been
shut down while we were gone,
we felt most fortunate when we
found we were able to land.
Now we have returned home
and are going about life probably
very much like we were last
term. However, we are all dif
ferent because of our experience
over interterm. Our outlooks on
life have broadened.

WANTED
THE ECHO is looking for
someone who is willing to devote
3-5 hours a week working as Fea
tures Editor. We would like to
have someone who is dependa
ble, can get along with other peo
ple, has a managerial aptitude,
and has an interest in journa
lism. However, don't let your
lack of technical expertise scare
you away. We will train you.
After a semester with THE

ECHO you will be able to step
into the most prestigious journa
listic positions at nationally re
nown publications such as THE
NEW YORK TIMES, TIME INC.
or the WASHINGTON POST.
Come up to the office any time.
We could also use some writ
ers, so if you have any inclina
tion in that direction, please stop
by.

Donkey basketball proved to be a real spectacle, with the students overcoming their opponents
in the last minutes Of the game.
Photo by Phil Sommerville

Food For Thought
•n•

for week of Feb. 19 - 25
MONDAY:
BREAKFAST: French Toast, Smokie Link
Sausage, Maple Syrup, Asst. Pastries, Asst.
Fruits & Juices, Hot Ralston, Asst. ColdCereal,
Beverages;
LUNCH: Beef Club Sandwich, Beef Tomato,
and Macaroni Casserole, Potatoe Chips,
Whipped Potatoes, Brown Gravy, Seasoned
Wax Beans, Creole Lima Beans, Beef & Barley
Soup, Salad Bar, Asst. Desserts, Beverages;

BREAKFAST;
T-Tnt Cakes,
f.olroe Fresh
EVooVi
BREAKFAST: Buckwheat.
Buckwheat Hot
Sausage Patties, Maple Syrup, Asst. Pastries,
Asst. Fruits & Juices, Hot Cream of Wheat,
Asst, Cold Cereal, Beverages;

LUNCH; Ham Ala Swiss Sandwich, Chicken
Pot Pie, Buttered Rice, Pastry Crust, Com
Chips, Cheedared Carrots, Buttered Corn,
Chicken Gumbo Soup, Salad Bar, Asst.
Desserts, Beverages;
DINNER: Breaded Pork Cuttlet, Polish
Sausage, Whipped Potatoes, Brown Gravy,
Seasoned Saurkraut, Seasoned Broccoli, Salad
Bar, Asst. Desserts, Beverages;
THURSDAY:

DINNER: Grilled Pork Tenders, Creamed
Chipped Beef, Whipped Potatoes, Brown
Gravy, Hot Biscuits, Escalloped Corn,
California Mixed Vegetables, Salad Bar, Asst
Desserts, Beverages;

BREAKFAST: Creamed Eggs, Canadian
Bacon. Buttered Toast & Jelly, Asst. Pastries,
Asst. Fruits & Juices, Hot Ralston, Asst. Cold
Cereal, Beverages;

TUESDAY:
BREAKFAST: Fried Eggs, Bacon, Buttered
Toast & Jelly, Asst. Pastries, Asst. Fruits &
Juices, Hot Oatmeal W/Apples & Cinnamon.
Asst. Cold Cereal, Beverages;

LUNCH: Hot Dog Sandwich, Pork Chop Suey,
Potato Chips, Fried Rice, Chow Mein Noodles,
Japaneese Vegatables, Yellow Hominy, Chili
Con Carna, Salad Bar, Asst. Desserts,
Beverages;

LUNCH: 3-D Sandwich, Pot Roast Beef,
French Fries, Whipped Potatoes, Brown
Gravy, Sliced Zucchini Squash, Buttered Peas
& Carrots, Bean & Bacon Soup, Salad Bar,
Asst. Desserts, Beverages;

DINNER: Salibury Steaks, Diced Beef &
Noodles, Buttered Parsley Potatoes, Seasoned
Cabbage, Seasoned Butter Beans, Salad Bar,
Asst. Desserts, Beverages;
FRIDAY:

DINNER: Grilled Ham Steaks, Sweedish
Meatballs. Buttered Noodles, Creamed
Potatoes W/Peas, French Style Green Beans,
Spiced Apple Rings, Salad Bar Asst. Desserts,
Beverages;

BREAKFAST: Waffles, Fresh Link Sausage,
Maple Syrup, Asst. Pastries, Asst. Fruits &
Juices, Hot Oatmeal, Asst. Cold Cereal,
Beverages;

WEDNESDAY:

LUNCH: Sub Sandwich, Grilled Liver &
Onions, Baked Liver & Bacon, Whipped

n-i.i
*»
r
n
. Chips, Seasone
Potatoes,
Brown Gravy,
Potato
Brussel Sprouts, Harvard Beets, French Onio:
Soup, Salad Bar, Asst. Desserts, Beverages;

DINNER: Breaded Perch Fillets, Grille
Floured Steaks W/Mushrooms, Whippe
Potaotes, Brown Gravy,Southern Green Beam
Corn O'Brien, Salad Bar, Asst. Dessert!
Beverages;
SATURDAY:
BREAKFAST: Asst. Pastries, Hot Cream c
Wheat, Asst.Cold Cereal, Asst. Fruits & Juice
Beverages;
LUNCH: Scrambled Eggs, Ham Steak, H(
Biscuits & Honey, Breaded Chicken Fillt
Sand., Potato Chips, Buttered Peas, Cream c
Tomato Soup, Salad Bar, Asst. Dessert
Beverages;
DINNER: Roast Breast of Turkey, Stuffe
Green Peppers, Whipped Potatoes, Poultr
Gravy, Cornbread Stuffing, Buttered Carrot
Seasoned Yellow Squash, Salad Bar, Ass
Desserts, Beverages;
SUNDAY:
BREAKFAST: Asst. Pastries, Hot Ralstoi
Asst. Cold Cereal, Asst. Fruits & Juice
Beverages;
LUNCH: Roast Round of Beef, Breaded Frie
Chicken, Whipped Potatoes, Brown & Poultr
Gravy, Corn on the Cob, Glazed Whole Carrot
Salad Bar, Asst. Desserts, Beverages:
DINNER: TACO BUFFET. Taco Shells, Ta(
Meat Filling, Hot Pepper & Tomato Saue
Shredded American Cheese, Shredde
Lettuce, Salad Bar, Asst. Desserts. Beverage
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Staff Editorial

Racism Calls for Open-Mindedness
by Sharon Craig
Black History Week is the time
set aside each academic year to
recognize and celebrate black cul
ture. The event is sponsored by
Black Cultural Society (BCS), an
organization designed to "amelio
rate the economic, academic, reli
gious, and social environment to
Taylor University so as to make it
more conducive to the needs of
Taylor Black Students."
In anticipation of Black History
Week, most of us whites that com
prise 99% of the Taylor student
body don our defensive armors.
Accordingly, heightened emotions
and flared tempers are common
by-products during and after the
week.
Some pervading attitudes of

the white majority were expressed
in a survey recently taken by
members of BCS. Excerpts from
some of the responses given fol
low:
—"Quit feeling that all the
whites are out to get you..."
—"(Black History Week)
seems to stir up close-minedness,
rather than positive learning and
exposure..."
—"...Harping on a Black Histo
ry Week, or some other circus,
only tends to reinforce cultural
lines. I propose the first American
History Week."
—"Intelligence should be mani
fest, not emotion...most people
(respond negatively to Black His
tory Week) when they are intimi
dated! "

—"...B.C.S. is out to serve only
themselves and not the Taylor
community..."
—"...I think a big deal is made
about nothing. Besides, blacks
now have more opportunities than
whites..."
—"Black History Week seems
to do more harm than good...the
overall atmosphere seems to be
static, so emotional and it seems
like a lot of anger, etc. is present."
Among the more extreme re
sponses were:
—"KKK Power!"
—"(B.C.S. could) clean up lit
ter from the roadsides and keep
all public property in a presenta
ble condition."
Let's face it—we're part of a

society in which racism is wide
spread. Often, we are not even
aware of the society's products
that are manifested in our own
lives. Attitudes of white suprema
cy are subtly introduced, quickly
learned, and easily adopted.
American schools, for the most
part, simply do not cause students
to learn an equal respect and ap
preciation for other cultures; atti
tudes of ethnocentrism are
propagated throughout entire
school systems. These attitudes
are also learned at home. We
sometimes accuse Black History
Week speakers or B.C.S. members
of creating prejudices that didn't
exist before; I suggest that they
merely create an awareness of the

biases already incorporated into
our personalities.
Although many feel negatively
toward the annual Black History
celebration, many others feel posi
tively towards it and view it, quite
appropriately, as an opportunity
to "broaden horizens." At times,
we must have the wisdom and ma
turity to overlook personally offen
sive mannerisms or words of a
speaker to grasp the larger con
text of the message being pre
sented.
The problem of racism can be
resolved on an individual basis,
but only after the issue has been
openly confronted. Effective
change is not possible on an issue
one refuses to face.

Editorial

On the Relation of Love and Guilt
by Kevin Neuhouser
As Christians, we often use
Biblical terminology carelessly
and in so doing create endless
confusion among ourselves and
with the world. Two of the words
that we misuse the most are
those of "love", and "guilt". Our
culture commonly defines love
as having positive or good" feel
ings about someone or some
thing. But we have to ask
ourseif, is this cultural love the
same as the biblical concept of
(agape) love, and what is the re
lation of (agape) love and guilt?
In I John, we are told that the
essence of God is love (4:8). But
what exactly does that mean,
"God is love?" John goes on to
say, "This is love... that (God)
sent his Son as an atoning sacri
fice for our sins (I John 4:10
NIV)." God's loving man does
not mean that God had "good fee
lings" about man. On the con
trary, man is sinful, which is a
condition God has very definite
"bad feelings" about (Deut.
25:16). God's love for man is not
an emotion, but an actionfdespite
the bad feelings) which results in
good for man, but suffering and
sacrifice for God.
John goes on to say that God's

love is to become a part of us and
a part of our relationships with
others (I John 4:12). And this is
accomplished in a very simple
yet costly way - obedience.
Christ taught that "As the Fa
ther has loved me, so have I
loved you. Now remain in my
love. If you obey my commands,
you will remain in my love, just
as I have obeyed my Father's
commands and remain in his
love (John 15:9-10 NIV)". Love
and obedience are inseperable.
Love is an act of the will (re
gardless of emotions) to obey the
will of the Father. This is a love
that commands obedience even
when all our ego-centered emo
tions cry no. If Christ's obedi
ence unto death had been
dependent on the motivation of
positive emotions, would the
Crucifixion ever have taken
place (Matt. 26: 36-39)?
What, then, is the proper
place of guilt in the Christian
walk? We are guilty, being born
descendants of Adam (I Cor.
15:22); guilty, having chosen of
our own will to worship that
which is not God (Rom. 1:18-25);
guilty, being followers of Christ
yet still sinful (Phil. 3:8-14). The

Letters to the Editor
To The Editors:
lesser degree.
I was somewhat upset by last
As Mr. Burton states, "The
week's front page "editorial"con- major point of concern in the
cerning Nostalgia Night.
past has been the display of cer
tain types of questionable beha
According to all the informa vior,dancing... imitating
tion that was circulated last characters in the most extreme
year, Nostalgia Night did not ways," I think this type of editoccur because there was not orialization should be labelled as
enough time or adequate help to such or a figure of authority
get the event successfully (that knows the facts) should be
planned, not because there had quoted on this issue.
been rowdy behavior.
As a senior, I have the highest
Although students do become hopes for a very succesful Nos
somewhat rowdy at Nostalgia talgia Night having the good
Night, they also are rowdy at the times we experienced our fresh
freshman talent show, and most man and sophomore years.
other concerts and chapel to a Michael Reger

emotion of guilt, then, is the rec
ognition that we have failed in
our obedience; it is the loving
call of the Holy Spirit to repen
tance and to return to a proper
relationship with the Father.
God help us if we should become
so callous to the correcting word
of the Spirit (attempting to re
solve our guilt outside of a return
to obedience) that we no longer
feel the guilt of disobedience!
When John says that "There
is no fear in love. But perfect
love drives out fear, because
fear has to do with punishment
(I John 4:18 NIV,)" he does not
mean that we can be disobedient

and have nothing to fear because
God loves us, but rather that if
we perfectly love (obey) God
there is no punishment and
therefore no fear. If, in fact, we
are being disobedient, the only
proper response on our part
would be one of fear (The fear of
the Lord is the beginning of
knowledge. Prov. 1:7), because
of our recognition of our guilt be
fore God.
Love abolishes guilt, but only
if first guilt has driven us to obe
dience. The love of Christ on the
cross calls us to acknowledge
our guilt and to move on from
there. Not to wallow in a self-pi

Corrections

$dpi

&
Amplifications
In the Feb. 9 issue of THE
ECHO, an article entitled "Bernbaum Questions Christian Re
sponsibility in Politics"
appeared. That article was writ
ten by Dr. John A. Bernbaum
who serves as Director of the
American Studies Program in
Washington D.C.
Also in the Feb. 9 issue ap
peared a trivia quiz entitled
"Numbers Game." The answer
to question nine was omitted.
The correct answer is "d)
$1,375,247.27."
In the basketball spread of
the same issue, the photographs
of John Jaderholm and Dave
Close were taken by Phil Sommerville.
In the Feb. 9 issue of THE
ECHO, the article entitled "Past
President Bergwall Dies In Fort
Wayne" incorrectly stated that
Dr. Milo A. Rediger succeeded
Dr. Bergwall as president of the
university. Actually Dr. B. Jo
seph Martin followed Bergwall.
Rediger, in turn followed Martin
in 1965.

tying, selfdefeating guilt, but to
take up our cross (obedience)
and follow the one who was will
ing to take our guilt upon Him
self.
There was once a man who
had two sons. He went to the
older one and said, "Son, go and
work in the vineyard today." "I
don't want to," he answered, but
later changed his mind and
went. Then the father went to the
other son and said the same
thing. "Yes, sir," he answered,
but did not go.
Which one of the two did what
his father wanted? (Matt.
21:28-31 GNB)
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Wheeler Clarifies Nostalgia Night Issue
kir Jim
Tim U/hoalar
by
Wheeler,

S.U.B. President
The tradition of Nostalgia
Night at T.U. is a longstanding
tradition which was almost laid
to rest two years ago. Ironically,
this popular and enjoyable event
for students has been source of
controversy on administrative
levels for several years. Why,
you ask? There are some very
sound reasons why this activity
has been evaluated by this insti
tution. So, for those of you who
are "new-comers," at T.U. or
"oltimers" who don't under
stand the negative aspects of Nos
talgia Night, let me explain.
If you've attended Nostalgia
Night in past years, it was obvi
ous that the majority of the
crowd, both on stage and off, en
joyed themselves very much,
and for good reasons! The show
has traditionally revolved
around Taylor students who put
together fun, nostalgic-type mu
sical acts, and the students at
tending Nostalgia Night have
gotten involved as well by dress
ing up in the traditional, stereo
typed 's get-ups. The result has
been a fun, energetic evening in
which many students put aside
their inhabitions and "let their
hair down" by easing it back or
putting it in a pony-tail. Howev
er, this is also the point at which
many students, when tested for
self-control and maturity level,
have failed miserably!
If you still aren't with me, let
me give you a couple concrete
facts about what happened dur
ing our last show. In addition to a
few scattered dancing incidents,
there was also an abundance of
water thrown (and shot) from
the balcony level, matches
burned around the C/A, and to
bacco brought in and lit. We also
experienced a problem with ex
cessive crowding around the
stage and in the aisles which
could be a potential Are hazard.
These incidents and other scat
tered incidents around the com
munity after the show caused the
administration to question
whether students could handle

xi. .
..
the activity and to ultimately de
cide they could not.
This year, however, a com
mittee of students, faculty, and
administration have re-evalu
ated Nostalgia Night. We, as a
group, concluded that if the stu
dents are informed and encour
aged to think before they act,
students CAN handle the activi
ty. Now, the final question lies
with you and mejfellow students.
Can we handle Nostalgia Night?
Or is Taylor providing an activi
ty which causes us to act irre
sponsibly? We've made some
changes in format and schedul
ing which we hope will help the
situation, but these changes are
secondary. If the Nostalgia
Night concept IS inherently
something which tempts us to
stop thinking and violate the
standards that this community
asks us to abide by, then it is
probably fitting that the tradi
tion should come to an end. The
way that each of us handles him
self at Nostalgia Night this year
will determine any final and last
ing decision to be made concern
ing Nostalgia Night.

*

Nostalgia Night veteran, Jim Wheeler (on the left) makes his voice heard.

Plain Rap

Answers That Must Be Questioned
by Jim Rapson
"...to be curious is dangerous
enough. To distrust what is al
ways said, what seems to ask old
questions, interfere in dreams,
leave home, smell rats, have
hunches, do not endear cats to
those doggy circles where wellsmelt baskets, suitable wives,
good hunches are the order of
things, and where prevails much
wagging of incurious heads and
tails." Alistair Reid
As I wasted away my after
noon over a cup of coffee and a
few half-witted hellos, it became
increasingly clear that my mind
was not on the topic I had origi
nally chosen for this column. Not
that the subject of worship is
lacking in significance or sub
stance; I have deep convictions
in that area. Nor was the prob

lem one of concentration; if any
thing, my brain was putting in a
little overtone. My dilemma was
apparently one of errant selec
tion; I had chosen the wrong sub
ject, and my mind was
appropriately rebelling. I was
dealing with some ancient ques
tions that were still without suffi
cient answers.
Those who know me best
know I am a rather soft-boiled
critic of the MORCs (Middle of
the Road Christians). I suppose
my reactions are prompted as
much by a sense of jealousy as
anything. The MORCs have it all
together. Aside from a few skir
mishes with their doubts, they
lead rather uncomplicated lives.
They usually wind up as honest
businessmen with pleasant wife
and kids, white picket fence, a

Service: A Result of Love
by Joy Kruizenga

I was especially impressed
with the article, "The Guilty
Party," by Jim Rapson in last
week's ECHO. In thinking of my
purpose and my responsibility to
the world as a Christian, concen
trating on the needs of my fellow
man, I , too, have noticed that
many of my actions may stem
from a feeling of obligation,
debt, responsibility," adhence to
community standards. However,
I have experienced the feeling of
God's power and immense love
for me; I have seen His handi
work. It is because of these that I
have overcome any sense of guilt
and been able to serve out of
mere love—to just be able to
work for Him, to really care is
an exciting thing for me! It en

^1

chants me! As a member and
President of S.O.S. (Summer of
Service) I have the opportunity
to work for Jesus in missions.
This gives me a tingle in my
heart to be able to do something
anything for my Lord, no matter
how minute it may be.
At the risk of losing some
readers, I'd like to say a little
about missions: I think that any
one who is actually a Christian
has a mission. The whole world
is open to us. Whether we're
teaching chemistry, playing the
piano, toying with politics, or
translating the Bible, we have a
mission. This mission can be ful
filled with the exhilarating atti
tude of just being able to do
something for our Lord. I chal
lenge you to get excited about

working for Him. No, it doesn't
have to be with S.O.S., but if
you're interested, anyone and
everyone is more than welcome.
I can be reached at Ext. 432 and
would be happy to talk with you
further. It is the love of Christ
which constrains and compels.
In the future for S.O.S.:
(All of these are open to EV
ERYONE on campus)
Trip to Florida (Spring
Break)
Skit in Chapel ( Tues, Mar. 6)
Weekend retreat
Banquet
Stuff-a-thon
Skip-a-meal (Feb 26)
Anything Goes
Outreach Emphasis Weekend
(March 4&5)
Don't forget love loaves!

car in the garage and a chicken
in the pot. They become elders
or head ushers in the local
MORCian Church, and they have
a very valuable commodity in
their possession. They are the
sacred guardians of the P.A.
(Pat Answer).
P.A.s are an integral part of
MORCian society. They are
those cliches which defend our
way of life or possibly our occa
sional need for a scolding with
out demanding much action of a
radical sort. The motto for the
MORCs is "moderation in all
things" (emphasis on "modera
tion").
P.A.s are a curse to those of
us who are T.N.T.s (Troubled
Night Thinkers). A MORC who is
well-versed in his P.A.s can
handily defeat in debate a rebel
lious young T.N.T. It seems the
odds are tacked, the MORCs
have their garrison of answers,
and the Thinkers, only questions.
In fact, the T.N.T. often has only
one question; "Why?" Why is
there so much evil in the world?
Why don't we REALLY do someting about starving children in
India? Why do we have denomi
nations when the Bible speaks of
Church unity? Why is it that so
many committed Christians lead
unhappy lives anyway? WHY?
Yes, we know all of the answers.
We've been hearing them from
pastors and youth directors and
Campus Life leaders for years.
But what's the REAL answer?
The MORCs have widely pub
licized their handy acronymic
Christian statements, such as
L.G.A.L.G. (Let Go and Let
God) or P.B.P.G.I.N.F.W.M.Y.
(you figure it out). They are the
authors of the four steps to sal
vation, the seven steps to disci-

pleship, the ten things to
remember while praying, and
somehow I wouldn't be surprised
to discover one day that a MORC
had designed the eight-fold path
way to
. They each have
the functionality of a Sears
ready-to-assemble lawn mower.
But what is the REAL answer?
The other day I was talking
with a T.U. (you must know this
one) friend of mine. She was the
product of a healthy and thriving
MORCian upbringing, and really
was quite sincere in her efforts. I
had wearied myself with ques
tions and felt ready for an an
swer, even a processed answer.
"How can we know," I asked
her, "if the God that we think we
are worshipping really exists at
all? How can we know if He real
ly hears our prayers, or cares
about them? How can we know
that the Mormons weren't right,
or the Muslims, or the atheists?
How, in fact, can we know at
all?"
A little stunned, she mumbled
quickly through a few of her
P.A.s, but none of them seemed
to have much impact on the
questions. Finally, she just set
tled back and heaved a big sigh.
"Well," she said, "I guess that's
just one of those things we have
to take on faith."
I thanked her with a smile
and, returning the favor, she
trotted off to class. But I had to
stay behind a bit longer to sip my
coffee and think some more. I
guess I had gotten my answer,
and it was clean and easy to
grip. But as I dove back into my
transitory state, I couldn't help
but wonder; What is the REAL
answer?
"Confusion is the proper state
of learning?"—Dr. Ira J. Rapson
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Our Town to be Presented Next Week
Catch the train from Boston
and spend an evening in Grover's Corner:, New Hampshire
where the University Theatre
will portray the people and
events of Thorton Wilder's OUR
TOWN, Feb 21-24 at 8:15 p.m.
Presented in the Little Theatre,
OUR TOWN is being produced
by the Communication and
Theatre Arts Department under
the direction of Professor Ollie
Hubbard.
A rustic, philosophical Stage
Manager describes the town and
introduces the central charac
ters whom we will follow
throughout the play: Dr. and
Mrs. Gibbs and their children
George and Becky, Editor and
Mrs. Webb and their offspring
Emily and Wally. Some of the
other picturesque townspeople
we encounter in their daily rou
tine are the milkman, Howie
Newsome; the paperboy, Joe
Crowell; the town gossip, Mrs.
Soames; the choirmaster, Simon
Stimson; the undertaker, Joe
Stoddard; and Constable War
ren. The play spans the years
1901 to 1913, describing the joys
and traumas of these simple vil
lagers as their lives interweave,
presenting life and death in
warm, human tones.
In his first performance since
accepting the position of Direc
tor of Theatre at Taylor, Ollie
'Hubbard has assumed the role of
the Stage Manager. Edie Rader,
who delighted JACQUES BREL
audiences with her charm and
talent, will be seen as Emily
Webb. New to University
Theatre, Mark Sumney will play
the part of George. Dr. Gibbs

will be aptly portrayed by veter
an actor (JACQUES BREL,
THE AMERICAN EXPERI
ENCE, BRIGADOON) Gregg
Francis. An experienced actress
making her debut at Taylor,
Paula Town, wife of music pro
fessor Steven Town, will be seen
as Mrs. Gibbs. Becky Gibbs will
be played by Professor and Mrs.
Hubbard's 10-year-old daughter,
Becky. Dave Shipley and Karen
Wolff, also new to University
Theatre, have been cast as Edit
or and Mrs. Webb. Mark Ringenberg, 10-year-old son of Dr. and
Mrs. William Ringenberg, will
be seen as Wally Webb. Twelveyear-old Jeff Wallace, son of
Professor and Mrs. John Wal
lace, has been chosen to play the
parts of Joe and Si Crowell. Ken
Delp will be delivering milk in
Grover's Corners each evening
and Mike McGinnis (DARK AT
THE TOP OF THE STAIRS) as
Constable Warren will be keep
ing the peace. The amusing town
gossip will be played by Rhonda
Jeter and the choirmaster, the
victim of her banter, by Dan
Norris. David Murray will as
sume the role of Joe Stoddard
and Terry Haines the role of
Sam Craig. Others in this cast of
charming villagers include Tom
Albinson, Laura Binder, Cathy
Breen, Mark Collins, Dave Hard
en, Brad Hicks, Tim Johnson,
Lynn Ann Livergood, Quentin
Nantz, Doug Oliver, Monte Sand
ers, Karol Svanoe, Jane Vanderbelt, Maureen Waldron and Joy
Wilson.
The set for OUR TOWN is
largely imagined by the audi
ence with the help of the Stage

Weekend Movies
Munue
Northwest Plaza Cinema
289-7200
Delaware Cinema
284-0326

I Every Which Way But Loose (PG)
II Superman~The Movie (PG)
III The Warriors (R)
I Ice Castles (PG)
II Watership Down (PG)

Rivoli
288-9394

I North Avenue Irregulars (G)
II Halloween (R)

Marion
Plaza Twin
664-9840

I Lord of the Rings (PG)
II California Suite (PG)

The Movies
664-7743
Indianapolis
Glendalt
253-64i>'.
Castleton
849-9696
849-3471

Esquire
897-1833

I Halloween (R)
II The Warriors (R)
III Moment by Moment (R)
IV Ice Castles (PG)
I Great Train Robbery (PG)
II Halloween (R)
III Every Which Way But Loose (PG)
I Animal House (R)
II Same Time Next Year (PG)
III An Unmarried Woman (R)
IV North Avenue Irregulars (G)
V Midnight Express (R)
VI Great Train Robbery (PG)
Oliver's Story (PG)

Manager's monologue as he di
rects and explains the action.
Technical aspects are under the
direction of Ollie Hubbard. The
assistant director is Debby Cox.
Costume design is by Professor

Jessie Rousselow.
Tickets are now available at
the box office in the CTA building.
Your ID entitles you to one com
plimentary ticket. Reservations

held at the door will be released
after 8:05 p.m. Late seating will
be possible only between acts.
Without ID, adult tickets are
$1.50 and student tickets are 75$.

"Only four more hours to live" George announces cheerily on his wedding day in a scene from
OUR TOWN. Pictured, left to right, Gregg Francis, Mark Sumney, and Paula Town.

Amstutz Show Proves "Pleasant"
by Barbara Dickey

Frankly, Jerry Amstutz'
photography show, now on dis
play in the Marion-ChronicleTribune Gallery, came as a
pleasant surprise. An earlier pe
rusal of his notebook has led me
to expect a collection of pretty

T h e i
Tribute to Wes Montgomery Jazz Concert - 7 p.m., Indiana
Convention, Exposition Center.
Film "Romeo and Juliet" Friday, 8 p.m., DeBoest Lecture
Hall, Indianapolis Museum of
Art.
"Hello Dolly"-First produc
tion by Lockerbie, Old Northside
Players, Fri and Sat, 8 p.m.,
next Sun, 7 p.m. Central United
Methodist Church, 520 East 12th
Street. For more info, call 2534998.
"Everything in the Garden"Fri and Sat, 8 p.m., Athenaeum
Small Auditorium, 401 East
Michigan Street. 635-6336.
"Ten Little Indians"-Fri, 8
p.m.; Sat, 5 and 9 p.m. and Sun,
2:30 p.m. Indiana Repertory
Theater, 411 East Michigan
Street.
50's Skating Party-Sat, 6:30
p.m.-9:30 p.m., Ellenberger Ice
Rink, 5401 East St. Clair Street.
"Annie Get Your Gun"-Sat,
8:30 p.m., Footlite Musicals pro
duction, Hedbeck Community
Theater, 1847 North Alabama
Street.

pictures. But apparently Jerry
has an imaginative sense of
scale, juxtaposition, and setting
for his work that helps to point
out the uniqueness of each piece;
For example, the usually clicheridden close-ups of roses and
wild daisies became a study in
differing luminosities and
shapes when very simply placed
in a grouping of four. The Mat
thews Covered Bridge Festival
series became a rustic narrative
via the alternation of detail and
distant view. This set nicely
speaks for itself, but an interest
ing sidelight is that the central
figure here was not the owner of
the steampowered sawmill, but
had brought the equipment to the
festival in memory of his friend,
the hobbyist, who had died only
days before.
In one of the photographs,
however, I believe that scale and
subject do not match. The "Flor
ida '77 Seagulls" has a success
ful sense of balance both in
arrangement-the birds and the
young lady all occupy the

• right" spaces--and contrast be
tween static and dynamic--the
still birds ground the composi
tion in a strong horizontal while
other gulls, perceptibly in mo
tion, sweep the figure and the re
sponse of the viewer upward.
However, the entire piece could
be enhanced by sheer size so that
the wonderful spatial quality
could be sensed.
Perhaps Jerry's strongest
point is his ability to capture
mood by selecting the right mo
ment, the right pose. Whether
the cyclist jn"Dirt Track Rider"
actually has lost the race or in
some other way experienced de
feat is beside the point. His posi
tion over the handlebars
ironically suggests something
deeper-that mere speed and
power do not always satisfy. One
immediately senses the meta
phor implicit in "Crossroads"
where the focal point is a young
girl leaning against a lamp post
viewed from a high angle; how
ever, I think the visual contents
Cont. on page 7.

S.U.B. Presents

by Phil Sommerville

Next Friday night the Gospel
Messengers will perform at 8:15
p.m. in the C/A. This nine-mem
ber group is from New York and
has a dynamic ministry in
music. The Student Union Board
is especialypleased that the Gos
pel Messengers have agreed to
come and we hope that you will
be there Friday to hear their
Christian testimony. No admis

sion will be charged but a love
offering will be taken to help
them cover their costs.
Tomorrow night the comedy
movie "The Mouse That
Roared" with the hilarious Peter
Sellers will be shown in the C/A
after the basketball game. The
cost is only 50$, so come for
some late night laughs. And,
don't forget Nostalgia Night is
only 12 days away.
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Steely Dan "Greatest Hits" Rates As Number One
by Bill Evans

"Steely Dan/Greatest Hits",
Anthology or "Best of" al a two record set of carefully
bums generally appear during chosen songs, manages to give
the yearend holidays as the rec the listener a taste of the group
ord companies attempt to take which has proven to be the Num
advantage of the seasonal large ber One enigma of the recording
ness of the record buying public. industry. In an age of super
While such collections are usual groups and super tours, Steely
ly disappointing assemblages of Dan consists of two men, Walter
top 40 excess, at least one of this Becker and Donald Fagan, who
year's anthologies is most re hire studio virtuosos to play their
warding.
compositions and steadfastly re

fuse to tour.
The writing talents of Becker
and Fagan, who were character
ized as "hyperintellectual pari
ahs" from a Jewish college on
the Hudson, utilize the rhythmic
drive of rock, the harmonic vo
cabulary of jazz, and lyrical im
agery running the gamut from
William Burroughs to Homer.
The name Steely Dan, inciden
tally, comes from Burrough's

Words To Live

Naked Lunch which is worth a
good giggle if you've read the
book.
Side one begins with two clas
sic songs, "Do It Again" and
"Reelin' in the Years", from
what may be the best debut ef
fort by any group in the history
of rock. That first album, enti
tled "Can't Buy a Thrill", was
recorded when the group was in
deed a group which included,

This Secret

This Secret Trickles from sprinkles grow
And rivers into oceans flow.
I question you and ask of me
Is there a hope that sets men free?
We walk the earth and count the stars
But cannot seem to break the bars.
We start out young and eagerly bold
Why then is it that most of us fold?
I met a child
And saw he cared.
You ask me "how"?
Because he shared.
He didn't think! He didn't plan!
He didn't even pray!
All it took was open honestyNo philosophy and no delay.
Just to relearn this secret
And go back into our years
Would each to help the other
And dry away the tears.
But no, "Be strong and tough and bold
If men and women you would be,
Be hard and rough"
We're told.
And so I turned my back,
I walked away — I cried.
Men no longer children in their hearts
Went on their way — and died!!
by B.C. Brooke

There Is Hope
I stood upon the mountain top and watched the setting sun,
And wondered as I often did about the things I'd done.
My life was cold and empty, and all I felt was pain,
For everything I tried to do seemed so useless and in vain.
I only wanted to have someone to whom I could belong
Just someone who would really care when something did go wrong.
So my life is just a business to sell myself for free,
To anyone who seems willing to accept my company.
The world is a big machine of advanced technology,
In which I'm just a mere statistic and that is all I'll ever be.
I felt the darkness settle in as the sun sank in the west,
And I wondered, was it worth it to continue such a quest.
I looked up at the starry sky with desperate, pleading eyes,
And wondered is there someone there who can hear my hopeless
cries.
I heard a voice come out of the night and softly say to me,
I know of all your troubles, and I have heard your desperate plea.
I have always loved you as I did my only son
Whom I sent into the sinful world to die for everyone.
Yes, there is still much hope for you so do not give life up.
I know for what you thirst and I can fill your cup.
I only ask that you accept me as I have accepted you.
And you will feel an everlasting peace that will make your life brand
new.
The mountaintop was silent the stars shone bright and clear,
And although no one was with me I felt someone standing near,
And as I climbed down from that mountaintop on the lonely road to
ward home,
I knew that as I lived my life I would never be alone,

by Larry Marshall

Timed Truth
Like settings of silver
With apples of gold
Is a word rightly spoken,
A praise timely told,
(a thought based on a
verse from Proverbs)

among others, Jeff Baxter and
Michael McDonald who are pres
ently with the Doobie Brothers.
"My Old School" and "Bodhisattva" end side one with the for
mer exuding autobiographical
rancor and the latter expertly
poking fun at eastern religion in
the form of a rollicking blues
shuffle.
Side two starts weakly with
two unfortunate choices. "Show
Biz Kids" is little more than five
minutes of interminable bore
dom and Duke Ellington's "East
St. Louis Toodle-oo" is signifi
cant only in that the guitarist*
does succeed in sounding some
thing like a muted trumpet. The
inclusion of "Rikki Don't Lose
that Number" and "Any Major
Dude" more than rectify the sit
uation however. Those two
songs, along with "Bad Sneak
ers" from side three, highlight
Steely Dan's ability to conceptu
alize and traffic in some of the
more obvious ill of modern
American society—loneliness,
alienation, and ultimate mad
ness.
Side four's "Kid Charle
magne" graphically portrays
the adventures and machina
tions of a young urban enfant
terrible while "Josie", taken
from the recent studio master
piece "Aja", does the same for
the feminine equivalent.
I might have hoped for the inelusion of a few personal favor
ites such as "Midnight Cruiser"
from "Can't Buy a Thrill" and
"Deacon Blues" from "Aja" but
this collection does give one a
good feel for a group which has,
perhaps more than any other,
defined the direction of mid-sev
enties rock and roll. Combining
literary and musical aloquence,
Steely Dan has shed much light
on the insidious malaise of our
culture. While they offer no solu
tions, the problems stand out in
bold relief .But enough of critical
analysis. Just listen and enjoy.

UPLAND EVANGELICAL
MENNONITE CHURCH

by B.C. Brooke

Thin Sunday
The WfM Suburban Hoapital Studenl Nurttr*
Choir in all 3 irrvirf*

Amstutz-

Cont. from page 6.
here, that is the arrangement of
lines and spaces, is rather busy
and ultimately interferes with
the message.
Although Jerry is probably
best at projecting mood, my own
favorite was the simple "Still
Life VI." "Less IS more," and
the ingenuous shift from clarity
of rounded form in the newel
post to the background leaf~at
first clearly defined, then fading
to fuzzy, indefinite shape-speaks
worlds to the most essential in
gredient of the beautiful thing,
its sheer form.
Jerry is a competent photog
rapher. His sensibility crowds at
the edge of true artistry. I would
recommend the show.

Sunday Morning Worship
Services:
8:30
9:46
11:00

Su< day School:

9:45
Evening Service:

6:00
(»p.m. Jim Sundrrwirlh

In Concert March 2
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Trojans Finish Third in
Wheaton Invitational

Saturday intensity was evident
by Kevin Conklin
The 42nd Wheaton Wrestling again and Taylor was coming
Invitational took place this past back from a disappointing pre
weekend and Taylor's Trojan's liminary round. Dave Miles, 118
came back with a 3rd place fin lbs., garnered 4th place, Butch
Myers wrestled a fine tourney,
ish.
The tournament was limited and also placed 4th. 167 lb. Todd
to nine collegiate teams, with Whitfield again showed his supe
Drake University winning and riority by capturing his 1st
Marquette behind them. Taylor Wheaton crown. 177 lb. Jay
placed 3rd, Wheaton 4th, and Tyree won his Consolation Fi
nals match to take 3rd overall.
Notre Dame placed 5th.
Friday night found the Tro The 190 lb. division was Drew
jans in some tough spots losing Whitfield all the way. Drew was
some very critical matches. On again the class of the field in a

quick manner. Out of a possible
24 minutes of wrestling time,
Drew took care of all three oppo
nents in just over five minutes,
winning the Most Pins honor, his
4th consecutive title and the
Most Valuable Wrestler Award.
At heavyweight, Bob Lafollette
(giving up some more weight)
won a 3rd place finish, losing to
the eventual champion.
Tonight the Trojan Grapplers
travel to Champaign, IL to wres
tle two Big Ten powers-Indiana
State University and the Univer
sity of Illinois.

Heavyweight Bob LaFollette took third in the Wheaton Tournament.
Photo by John Jaderholm
Photo by John Jaderholm

Taylor Meets Findlay
The Trojan cagers will have
their second meeting with the
Findlay College Oilers in the
gym at 8 p.m. Saturday evening.
When last TU met Findlay,
earlier this season in an away
game, the Trojans lost by a concr- siderable margin. However,
Findlay has not beaten Taylor at
home for several years, and the
Trojans are hoping to keep that
streak alive.
This conference match, a re

Todd Thalls '81 and Greg
venge game for TU's last defea',
Jones '80 will start as guards.
promises to be full of action.
Starting forward, Steve
Brooks '80, has a brother who
plays for the Findlay squad, so—
OPcTl
we will see some sibling rivalry
on top of a good game.
Look for other outstanding
Country Craft
performances by Tim Dreyer
'80, forward and leading reand
bounder in the HBCC and Gregg
Taylor '79, center and third lead
ing rebounder in the HBCC.
Gifts

Featuring
at the
North Park Mall

"Craft Supplies"

ONE ACCORD
Dinner Crepe's
Chicken
Beef

Delicious Delectable Dessert
CREPE'S
Fresh Strawberry
Red Raspberry

Your Area

Banana

'Specialist in Athletic Footwear"
Wide Selection of
Nike

lA

Puma

mile south at Taylor on Route 22

Addidas Brooks
New Balance

Etonic

668-7001

Also Head and Wilson Tennis Raquets and Apparel

Hours Mon and Sal 9 a.m. - 2 p.m
Tun. Wed. Fri 9a.m. • S p.m.
(Hoard Thursday and Sunday

998-2316
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